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Introduction: 

The objective of this section is to evaluate the impact of the Agreements emanating from the 

Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations on the pharmaceutical sector in developing 

countries. For this purpose the pharmaceutical sector is taken to cover all medicinal substances, for 

humans and animals, including bulk drugs, intermediates and formulations. 

Of the substantive Agreements, Understanding, Ministerial Declarations and Decisions 

adopted in Marrakesh in April 1994 as a part of the Final Act Embodying the Results of the Uruguay 

Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations, the oniy one of direct relevance to pharmaceuticals is the 

Agreement on Trade Related Aspects oflntellectual Property Rights (TRIPS). 

The TRIPs Agreement contains seven parts: Part I contains the general provisions and basic . 

principles which govern the Agreement; Part II, the substantive, minimum standards on seven 

intellectual property rights (IPRs); Part III, procedures and measures for their enforcement; Part IV, 

their acquisition and maintenance procedures; Part V, arrangements for the prevention and settlement 

of disputes; Part VI, transitional arrangements and Part VII, other final provisions for the 

implementation of the Agreemeilt. The seven IPRs covered are copyright and rela~cd rights, 

trademarks, geographical indications, industrial designs, patents, layout-designs of integrated circuits 

and Wldisclosed information'. Of these, there are riainly three aspects which have a direct impact on 

'Undisclosed information. including trade secrets. does nor strictly fall in the category of If-Rs and wa;; opposed by 
developing countries upto a point. For a detailed description of the contents or the TRJPs Agreement,. refer to the 
UNCTAD Trade and Development Repon (1994, Supplement). 



p!1armaccuticals nz. patents. trademarks and the protection of undisclosed ini"om1ati<'n or trade 

secrets. 

This section deals with the implications of the TRIPS pro\'isions. rcle\·ant to pharmaceuticals. 

on patents. trademarks and trade secrets. Before doing so. an O\'en·iew of the sub,.t.mti\·e standards 

for these IPRs set tw TRIPS is given. The economic impact of these ch:mged standards for 

developing countries is then assessed based on d:ita collected and studies done so far or. the subject. 

Lastly, this section sums up its conclusions with recommendations on the rok of international 

agencies in helping de\'eloping countries to adjust to these char.gt:;:;. 

Oi•en•iew of the TRIPS provisio11s concerning pharmaceuticals : 

For the first time there :s an intemation:il Agreerr.ent covering substantive standards on 

intelkctual property rights (IPRs). including frontier areas such as biotechnolcgy and plant variety 

protection. which is binding on the Members both in terms of containing detailed enforcement 

procedures as we!! as in the sense of being subject. in default. to dispute settlement procedures and 

eventual puniti\·e trade s~nctions. This pan is confined to an o\·cn·iew of the substanti\'e standards 

-
on natcnts. tradem:irks and trade secrets. 

It is <;;ection 5 on patents that makes the most far reaching changes in existing IPR protection 

in favour of inventors in the phann.iccutical sector. At the start of the round almost 50 countries diJ 

not h:wc product patents in the pharmaceutical sector~. For the first time in international bw. 

countries arc no\\ ohligcd to prO\·idc patent protection t0 hoth process and product inn:ntinns mJck 

in all tidds of technology. including pharm:iccuticals. suhjcct to the cla . .;sicJI critcri:i of p:ttcnta!iility 



i.e .. no\'elty. non-o!:wiousness (or in\'enti\·e stej)) and usefulness tor capability in industri:il 

application( The only exdusicns allowed from patentability. apJrt from those necessary t<' protect 

ordrc public. morahty. em·ironment. life or health
4

• are : (ii diagnostic therapeutic and surgical 

methods of treatment for humans and ::nimals~: (ii) plants and animals. other than micro-organisms 

and essentially biological processes for their production. Also an effecti\·e sui gencris system of 

protection is obligatory. at the minimum. for plant \'arieties. These exclusions in biotechnology are 

subject to a reYiew in 19996
. Th;s delicately balanced international consensus on biotechnology 

im·entions primarily benefits in\'entors in the pharmaceutical sector who now increasingly use 

biotechnological processes and products. 

Article 27 also clarifies that patent rights shall be t'.njoyed without discrimination as to field of 

technology. This means that. inspite of the freedom given to Members to specify any grounds for use 

without the authorisation of the right holder in i\rticle 31, no Member can use compulsory licensing 

or any other simi1ar pro\·ision to discriminate against patentees of the pharmaceutical sector. unless 

such instruments are equally applicable \o ail sectors. Similarly. there can be no discrimination 

between imported or locally produced products. This signifies the end of pro\·isions on "working" 

the patent locally and the gram of compulsory licences on grounds of failure to work the patents. 

Compulsory licensing has been restricted not by imposing limits on the grounds on which 

such licences can be issued but by subjecting such licences to many restrictiYe conditions of grant. 

Of particular irterest to the pharm:iccutieal sector is condition 31 la) which allows gr.:rnt ol such 

Sec Ariclc :i of TRIPS . 
.. The wordm!! for th ts sec lion ha· been influenced bv the G:\ n ICXI icsdf. 
~This exclus~~n would net apply to any produce.; i.:s~d for diagnosis such as "diagnoscic kit~". Sec C0:-rca. C.~I. 'The GJ:t 
Agrccmcnc or. 1 rad:: Re laced :\spcccs of lnccllccrual Property R •gh:s : t-;c\\ St:md:irds fo~ Patent l'rnt·:~:1,.,:.." F:ur<T:~:i 

ln1clkc1ual Property Rc\ic\1. Volume 16. f.. Au~ust 199.; 
•·This .:\ccpri0n resulted from the European Lnion·s hcsic;ition on t>iotcchr.ological inventions Sut>s::qucntly. :h:: 
htropcan Parl1anwnr h··, mm down the c0mm1~s1'.':l draft Dircc:1\c on bttcchnol0;.:1•al parcnr~ 



licences only alter co~sidcration of indi\·idual merits. This implies that u~e of p:llents without the 

authorisation of the right holder should be decided on a cas~ by case basis and no across-the-board 

lii.:enscs will b..: permitted. Some of the more restricti\·e conditions are that compulsory licences shall 

be Qranted for a limited duratior.. liable to be rernked when the erounds for !!rant ce:ist: to exist: th:n - - -
the patentee must always be approached for voluntary licences first and that such licences shal! be 

issued predominantly to supply the domestic market only. On the issue of dependent patents. Article 

3 I(I) allows compulsory licensing on the first patent only when the second p:itent represents "an 

important technic:il ad\·ance of considerable t:i.:onomic significance"_ l\tany of these conditions 

retain a certain degree of ambiguity which will only get clarified in future dispute settlement 

proceedings. 

The proYisions of Anick 27 are applicable to patent aprlications for pharmaceutical 

im·entions right from the date of entry into force of the Agreement i.e. l-1-1995. even though 

Article 65:4 specifies that developing countries have a further period of fi\·e years to delay the 

application of the pro\·isions on product patents to si.;ch areas of technology which were not covered 

prior to the Agn:ement. Howe\·er. these transitional prwisions arc \·irtually nullified by Article 70:!\ 

and 9 when:in it is mandatory for Members to accept patent <1pplications for pharmaceutical and 

agricultural chemical products from 1-1-1995 itself. Such applications are to be pro\·ided patent 

protection ::ifter due examination from the date of grant of the patent for the remainder of the patent 

term of 20 years from the date of application. In addition. such products arc to be grant~d cxclusi,·..: 

m:lrkning rights 1E!\1Rs\ for a period of fj\·e years from the date of marketing appr0val or l!r:til ~h;: 

pat'-'nl is granted or n.:jcctcd. whichc,·cr period is less. prcl\"idcd thai a patent applic::ition has he.:n 

:\ccor,!in;.: tP .-\r'id~· <i~ there 1~ a;.=::11.:r;il rc:r1od ot Pnc ~car for dcn:l11rcd countri~s and tiH' ~ ::;!r' f,,~ d..:' d11rm;: 

c11un1m·, f11r th« 1111rk:ncnt.1!1Pn c1f o:h::r ,•ro\ is10n' of TRIPS 
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filed and a patent granted after 1-1-1995 in another ~lember and inarkcting apprcwal obtained then:!. 

Since EMRs are. for all practical purposes. the s:ime as patent rightss. this means that in effect not 

even a day's transitional period has been al10wed to de\'eloping countries for the introduction of 

product patents in the pharmaceutical :;ectorQ. 

Other pro\'isions which may benefit the pharmaceutical patentees. to the extent that in\'entions 

in the pharmaceutical sector relate to processes only. are the rights of process patentees and the 

re\'ersal of burden of proof. Article 28: I (b) makes it obligatory to confer on the process patentee not 

only the right to prevent others from using the process but also all the rights of a product patentee in 

respect of the product obtained directly by the patented process. Article 34 lays do\\11 that in the case 

of infringement of the rights of process patentees. there shall be a reversal of burden of proof such 

that it is incumbent on the defendant to prove that the process used to obtain an identical pwduct is 

different from the patented process. Here Members ha,·e a choice of introducing such re,·ersal either 

when the product obtained by the patented process is new o:: when there is a substantial likelihood 

that the identical product was made by the patented process and that the patentee has been unable. 

inspite of reasonable efforts. to find ~he actual process used. In the latter case the product need not be 

new and hence the scope of the provision is wider than in the former casc10
. 

Under the section on trademarks, Article 15 of TRIPS states that "the nature of goods or 

ser\'ices to which a trademark is to be applied shall in no case form an obstacle to registration of 

~This is because the principal right of a p3tent is th:: exclusive righ: to sell the patented product. Howen:r. since the E\!R 
is conf!:ied to the domestic market. third parties may be allowed to ma11ufacture for exports only. 
'The orif.!inal prorosal of th~ United States was to grant "pipeline" patent protection for all products not yet introduced in 
the market even if these did not strictly meet the criteria of novelty. Sec Artide 26 m MTN.G]'l;G "N"G 11 'W 70: 
Submission of the United States dated I 1-5-l 9'l0. The present provision is rcfrrrcd to as ··mailbox protection". mean in~ 
that the arplication will si: in the mail:iox and b.: processed only when the counr;. confers pr0duct pJtent proternon 
1.. This is the i111crpr~t:ition of Correa C.M. ( l 9Q-! l. confirmed by the: fear~ of the lntemat1onal Fedcra:10n of 
Pharmaceutical ManufJcturers Associations that many products of patented hiotcciinolo~y processes arc not nc11 and 
therefore ma~ be left out m th:: fonncr t>ption. 
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trademark". This prov1s1on makes it clear that no Member can disallow the registration of 

trademarks for pharmaceuticals for the purpose of promoting gcncnc names. Article 20 further 

disallows •my unjustifiable encumbrance on the use of trademarks by special requirements. including 

"use in any manner detrimental to its capability to distinguish the go..>ds or SCl"\"ICes of one 

undertaking from those of other undertakings". Thus. any requirement to reduce the prominence of 

the brand name relativ~ to the generic name of pharmaceutical products would run counter to the 

TRIPS Agreement. The other provisions on trademarks have an indirect effect in that they raise the 

!eve! of protection to include, irzter alia. combinations of ::olours or signs, a distinct advantage for 

phannaceutical products. It is of interest to note that the question of parallel imports was not resolved 

in the TRIPS negotiations, giving scope to l\kmbers to design their own regimes for the exhaustion 

of rights. 

The TRIPS prvvisions on the protection of undisclosed information provide the basis for 

the first international Agreement on th~ subject. There are two distinct parts to this, viz .. protection 

of trade secrets in general and the protection of test data given for obtaining marketing approvals for 

phannaceutical or agricultural chemicals. The first part is important for inventions which can be kept 

secret. This is not applicable to the pharmace1.1tical sl.!ctor where regulatory approvals require 

"relatively wide dissemination of pharmaceutical research results and production techniques through 

scientific literature and discussion" 11 leading to a greater reliance on patents rather than trade secrets. 

The second part of Articic 39:3 states that Memb(''."S must protect undisclosed test or other data. 

required to be submitted to them as a ccndition for marketing approvals from unfair commercial use 

and from unnecessary disclosure. This is meant tu gi·. e s~~,. degree of protection to new 

11 Taken from "Pharmaceutical R&D : Costs. Risb and Rewards" Office of Tcchnolog: Assessment. t!S Con~~rcs> 
(!993)pagc290. 
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pharrna:eutical products. whether non-patentable or patent expired. 1
= The final text goes much 

further than the original demand of the US for payment of reasonable value for the use of such data or 

a reasonable period. sa.y five years, for the exclusive use of the right holder. 

One interpretation of the TRIPS text is that such data is to be protected \\ithout any tir.1e limit 

and that competing follow-on products would not be able to rely on such data for obtaining marketing 

approvals and would either have to buy the data from the origmator or duplicate all the tests required 

themselves. \\'nere the originator wishes to have monopoly rights, no other entrant would be able to 

obtain marketing approval. In such a case, protecting such undisclosed data. Members would be 

going further than c!V~,1 patent protection in that such rights would be absolute and with no time 

limits. It is unlikely that this was the intent as the history of the negotiations shows that this part of 

the text was de!;berately weakened by developec! countries to a:comodate the interests of developing 

countries. It is more likely that the obiigation is not to use test data submitted by the original 

applicant to clear marketing apprcvals for others for a certain period oi time. Since this period has 

been deliberately left undefined, it can be even less than the five year period originally proposed by 

the US. Recently, New Zealand has amended its law to provide for a protection of five years. from 

the date of submission of test data. from both unfair com'llercial use and disclosure 13
• 

Economic implications of TRIPS on the pharmaceutical sector in developing countries: 

A. Tlte Place of Developing Countrie.'i in the World'J Pharmaceutical 111duJtry : 

The world pharmaceutical industry is geographically a highly co11centrated one with only a 

few countries accounting for the bulk of world productioin. Almost 82 !f. of the world producuon in 

•:Sec Cottier .T ''The prospects for ln1c:llcc1ual Property in GA'IT" CMI. R.:v. IQQI page 409. ioo1no1c 86. 
1

' Sec "An Ac! 10 ;1mcnd the Pa1cn1s Acts. 1953" 9th December 1994. 
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! 990 was in the industrialized countries. with the developing countries accounting for only 18~ o. The 

picture has hardly changed since 1975 when the figures were 79.5 and :.!.0.5 r.!specti,·ely (see Table-2 

given below). Even amongst the developed countries. almost 75% of world pwduction took place in 

only 6 countries. and O\'er 50% of the production by market economies was accounted for by only 30 

large companies'"'. This contrast is e\·en more marked in the figures for per capita consumptiofl of 

pharmaceuticals. In de\'eloped countries. the figure is estimated at O\'er $88 annu:illy while in 

de\'eloping couniries. it is only about USS8.4. More details are given in Table-:! below. 

However. the economic costs of e\'en this comparati\'ely low level of consumption. ar~ 

extremely high, particularly in terms of foreign exchange cost. Many de,·eloping countries depend on 

imports for \'itally needed drug supplies, which makes the costs of imported drugs and po!icies to 

reduce them. a matter of national concern. Table- I below shows the proportion of consumption that is 

met out of national production. In four countries. namely, the Philippines, Nigeria. Taiwan and 

Thailand, more than I 0% of the requirement of phann3ceuticals is imported. This is evidence of the 

inadequacy of domestic production to meet their requirements. In one estimate. the import bill of 

developing countries is expected to rise from USS 3.:! billion in 1978 to US$ 55-60 billion by the end 

of the century . 1 ~ 

However, many other de\'eloping countries are self sufficient in their pharmaceutical 

production. These arc Argentina, Mexico, Brazil. South Korea. Egypt, Turkey, Colombia. Indonesia. 

Chile and Venezuela amongst others. Dc\'cloping countries like India. C!1ina and Singapore even 

figure amongst the twenty largest pharmaceutical exporters (sec Tablc-3 below). While in the case 

"L:ill. S. "Economic 1.unsiderations in the provision and use of medicines", in R. Blum. A. Herxheimer. C. Sterizlana 
and J. Woodcock (eds). 'Pharmaceuticals & Health Policy' (Croom Helm. 19& I) 
11 Von Wartcnslcben. Aurcl:e. "Major Issues Concerning Pharmaceutical Polici::s in rhc Third \\'orld". Wnrld 

Development. Vol. 11. f\:o .3. pp 169-175,1983. 
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of Singapore much of the exports may only be sourced through it. India and China ha\'e large 

domestic production accounted for by local companies. These exports are not only to countries with 

weak patent protection but also to de\'eloped com1tries. after the date of patent expiry for the exported 

drugs. Domestic companies will now be prohibited from producing or marketing patented drugs once 

the TRlPS Agreement comes into force. Unfortunately, there is little serious e\'idence of the dynamic 

costs and benefits of this Agreement in terms of future R&D, transfer of technology or foreign direct 

investment in the phannaceutical sectors of developing cou11•ries. 

Table 1 

Local Production as a Proportion of the Total Consumption of 
Pharmaceuticals in Selected Developing Countries 

Ratio of Output to Consumptionb' (Percentage) 
Country or area 1975 1990 

China IOI.I 99.2 

Argentina 99.2 99.1 

Mexico 101.4 98.l 

Brazil 99.7 96.0 

India 96.9 118.3 

Republic of Korea 100.3 97.9 

Turkey 100.0 98.0 

Colombia 99.9 98.2 

Indonesia 94.6 98.5 

Philippines 98.5 89.2 

Venezuela 95.6 94.6 

Nigeria 46.0 72.7 

Taiwan 86.8 85.7 

Thailand 71.7 83.8 

Chile 95.8 91.2 

b/ Al current prices 
Sou;ce : Handbook of Industrial Statistics 1992, UNIDO. 
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TABLE-1: SELECTED l:'llDICATORS FOR PRODt:CTIO:"i A'.'liD CO'.'iSL'\lPTIO:\ OF PHAR\tACEl"TICAL 
PREPARATIO'.'iS. BY COl':'l.TRY GRot·r. 1975 A'.'\0 1990• 

Gross output 
-Shart in "-orlc! total Avrra~~ pu-capita 
lptrctntllj!t) consumption ldollarsl 

Count11·!Country group 19i5 1990 1975 I 1993 

Industrialised Countries 795 81.7 48.5 I 88.3 

Eastern f.urope and USSR I 10.4 8.7 21.S . 
32.8 

EC 29.2 21.4 I FO 101.7 

Other Europe 3.1 3.0 s 1.5 86.6 

Japan 14.5 15.5 92.0 ! 170.2 I 
North America 21.0 25.8 SS.3 122.4 

Others 1.3 l.2 24.4 I 34.9 

Denlopini Countries 20.5 18.3 5.8 I 8.4 

North Africa 0.4 0.4 70 I 7.3 
Other Africa 1.4 'J.7 . 6.6 I 6.6 

Latin America 7.1 5_7 16.7 I S.-1 

South & East Asia excL China 3.7 -1.5 2.8 .i_o 
China 5.7 5.9 -1.3 I 7.0 

Others 
, .., 

LI 18.1 43.1 
a/ At constant 1980 pnces 
Sourc~ : Handbook of lndJstrial Statistics 1991. l.J~IDO_ 

TABLE-3: THE TWE!'ffY LARGEST EXPORTERS OF PHARMACEt:TICAL PREP ARATIO:"S, 19')fl
31 

1990 

Exports in 
Rank Country or area Shareb' output 

I Gennany, Federal Reµ. of 15.6 24.3 

2 United Kingdom 13.6 42.2 

3 Switzerland 13.2 84.4 

4 France 12.3 20.1 

5 Belgium 5.7 67.2 

6 United States 5.7 2.4 

7 Sweden 5.5 70.I 

8 Netherlands 4.4 73.2 

9 Denmark 4.2 81.9 

IO Ireland 3.5 103.1 

11 Italy 3.3 6.8 

12 Yu~oslavia 2.0 60.6 

13 India 1.8 23.4 

14 Austria I. I I 38.i 

15 Japan 1.0 0.5 

16 Spain 0.9 I 4.7 

17 Ch ma 0.8 3.5 

18 Si:i~apor:: 0.5 217.7 

19 Canada 0.5 3.3 

20 I Australia 0.5 [ 10.6 I 
• At current prices. 
h' In world total exports of pham1accut1cal prcrarations. Eastern Europe countries anJ l:SSR \\er:: excluded. 

Source : llandbMk of Industrial Statistics 1 <l92. UN!DO. 
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The degree of patent protection given to pharmaceutical products seemed. :n the past. to be 

clearly related to the level of development of the domestic pharn~:-iceutical industry!
6

. This has 

changed recently due to bilateral and multilateral initiatives taken by de,·eloped countries. In those 

countries which have a well-de,·eloped domestic industry based on imitative R&D, indigenous firms 

strongly favor a weak system of patent protection for pharmaceutical products. Absence of product 

patent protection for products makes it easier for the domestic firms to copy the patented drugs on the 

basis of new processes. This e~·plains why much of the resistance to TRIPS. which continues e,·en 

after the Agreement. comes from countries such as India and Argentina which have a well-developed 

pharmaceutical industry. 

Not all developing countries. however, succeeded in reducing the dominance of multinational 

enterprises (MNEsj. This is on account of certain characteristics of success in the world 

pharmaceutical industry such as the requirement for strong research capability with the required 

capital base and wide international marketing links. The global market is however segmented into 

national markets on account of differences in country preferences and the importr.nce of local 

marketing. It is for this reason that MNEs prefer foreign direct investment to trade. atleast in 

countries with large markets. It is estimated that for the developing countries as a whole. two-thirds 

of pharmaceutical production comes MNEs17
. In many cases. market shares held by foreign firms 

have been higher than 50% and have even reached 80 to 90% in some r.ises (example in Brazil, 

Kenya, Mexico. Colombia etc.). Brazil continues to be dominated by MNEs inspite of the absence of 

both product and process patents for pharmaceutical over the last two decades (Sec Table 4 below). It 

can be seen from this table that in two of the developed countries. viz .. Canada and Australia. the 

foreign share is as high as 85%. This is possibly related ~CJ the fact that none of the major 

pharmaceutical MNEs originate in either country. 

1
'' See 9. supra. 

17 See Bailance, R et al. "The World's Pharmaceutical Industries· An lntemation::d Prospectives on lnncvatiM. 
Competition and Policy", Edward Elgar. I 992. page 25. 
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TABLE-.& 
Pbannaccutical market shares held by domestic and foreign firms in 25 selected countries, 1975 

Domestic share Foreign share J 
Country (Percentage) (Percenta~e) 

Saudi Arabia 0 I 100 
Nigeria ~ 

I 97 y 

Belgium 10 I 90 
Venezuela 12 88 
Canada 15 85 
Australia 15 85 
Brazil 15 85 
Indonesia 15 85 
Mexico 18 82 
India 25 75 
Iran 25 75 
Argentina 30 70 -Philippines 35 65 
Italy"' 40 60 
Netherlands a. 40 60 
South Africa 40 60 
United Kingdo~'"" 40 60 
Sweden"' 50 50 
France a. 55 45 
Spain 55 45 
Germany, Federal Republic of2 65 35 
Switzerland a. 72 28 
United States a. 85 !5 -
Japan ... 87 13 

USSR 100 0 

a/ • The home country of at least one of the major pharmaceutical transnatiJnal corporations· 
Source: Leif Schaumann, 1976, Pharmaceutical lntlust y Dynamics and Outlook to 1985. table 3. p. 13. 

The table shows that the share of the domestic companies exceeds 20% in only. three 

developing countries \·iz .. India. Argentina and the Philippines. However. this data is outdated as it 

related to the year 1975. Th!: domestic shares have been going up sharply in some of these 

developing countries: for instance. in 1980 the national companies in Argentina held 47 per cent of 
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the market whiie in Chile they held 42 per cent and in India. in 1987. the figure stood at 59 per cent. 

The place occupied by the leadjng four domestic companies is another indicator of their importance . 

ALIF AR. an association of pharmaceutical manufacturers of Latin America. has found that in 

Argentina. Chile and Venezuela. the four leading domestic companies featured easily amongst the 

first 25 companit:s in I 980. In 1987 in India these featured amongst the first 10 itself 11
• 

Regional Impact of TRIPS on the Pharmaceutical Sector: 

It is quite clear from the above facts that only a few developing countries are engaged in the 

production of basic drugs. They include Argentina. Brazil, China, Egypt, India, Mexico, South 

Korea, Puerto Rico, Turkey and ex-Yugoslavia. We have seen above that the share of foreign 

O\\Tiership in the pharmaceutical industry differs \\idely amongst developing countries. 

While all developing countries would be adversely affected by TRIPS in as much as they arc 

not inventors of pharmaceutical products or processes, owners of internationally well-kno\\n trade 

marks or originator:; of test datri.. some countries belonging to the least developed country (LDCs) 

group will be the worst affected. This is because these countries are at the very initial stages of 

industrialisation. They depend heavily on imports of finished products or of penultimate 

intermediates and merely package or formulate the medicines domestically. In view of the lack of 

adequate resources. both capital and human. these countries have little hope of been able to benefit 

from the TRIPS Agreement in this sector. On the other hand. some of the policies that these 

countries could have followed to moderate high drug prices. such as monopsonistic purchas;: of 

IS Taken from White. Eduardo "Cooperation among National Drug Manufacturers: ALIFAR" World n .... ·dnpmcnt. Vol 
11, No. 3. pp :!71- 7Q .. I 983. for Latin 1\mcrica and for India from data given hy Operation Research Group. Aaroda. 
Decemher IQR7. 
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medicines by the government from the cheape:;t international source and compulsory use .:if generic 

na.'11.es is now prohibited by TRIPS. With world-wide patent prote.:tion it will become increasingly 

difficult for these countries to source cheaper drugs during the life time of a p:?lent. 

It is only countries like China. India and Argentina who ha\·e already begun international 

patenting of th~ir inventions. albeit in a small way. which can hope to have their c•rn patented 

products and processes as well as their 0\\11 brand names in the Ieng run. These countr;es are 

expected to intens!fy domestic R&C efforts either in a consortiu1n of domestic companies or with 

MNEs. They are also likely to postion themselves as the world's cheapest sour.:es for gene:ic drugs. 

For this they may need collaborations wit1' l\fNEs on the :ntemational marketing of gt:nerics 

Evidence of these moves by large domestic companies is already avaiiable in the case of India. 

Given these facts. it would be interesting to examine the economic impact of TRIPS on the 

pharmaceutical sector of de\·eloping countries. We will refer. in passing. to the legislations of 

developing countries on IPRs prior to TRIPS. 

B. Economic Impact of TRIPS on tire Plrarmaceutica/ Sector: 

PATENTS: 

Given the nature and cost of pharmaceutical R&D it is often stated that patent protection for 

pharmaceutical products and processes is an essential incentive to cncourag..: new inventions and to 

protect the fruits of R&D. an activity of crucial importance to the modem phannaccutical industry 

and one on which substantial expenditures arc incurred by the leaJing corporations
1
''. Such patents 

offer the firm the possibility of regulating the use of inventions. charging higher prices and requiring 

1 ~ S f I •1 ti Id E 1r1°6, ··r.•tc:nt~. and lnncl\;"tio:ls: An EmpiricJl Stud\_·:· .\fon.z.r"cnh·n: .<,· .. .-:en~:c. \'nl. 32 . . cc: orcxampc.;"ans1c.-. n .. .. .. 

pp 173-181 
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other conditions that a more competitiYe market situation would not allow.=0 Patent rights facilit:itc 

cross-licensing agreements between leading pharmaceutical firms and raise the height of the entry 

barriers faced by new entrants !o p:irti ..... , .. patented product markets. 

The pharmaceutical sector i , been .at the centre of the debate on patents \•·~,::~:, is not 

surprising in the light of studi~s which ha\"t~ sho\\11 that patents are far more important in this sector 

than in others. In the context of th~ TRIPS negotiations. much of the lobbying in the ~orth for 

improved protection emanated from this sector and conversely much of the resistance to change in 

existing patent regimes in the South ca.rne from the same sector. 

Not surprisingly, the countries which offered strong patent protection for pharmaceutical 

products and processes of production. prior to TRIPS, were mostly in the deYelopcd world. The trend 

towards full patentability of pharmaceuticals was completed quite recently eYen arnon!-!st the 

developed countries. Protection for pharmaceutical products was introduced by France in 1958. the 

Federal Republic of Germany in 1968 and more recently by Japan in 197,; and Italy in 1978. Spain 

and Portugal revised their laws only by 199~ ~ this was a requiremem of the European Common 

Market. 

-
In many developing coWltries only processes of production could be patented. not products. 

Pharmaceutical products were excluded from patent protection in as many as 49 countries. both 

developed and de,·eloping. Ten countries excluded both !'lharmaceutical products and processes fron: 

patent protection.= 1 These were Argentina. Brazil. Colombia. !\talawi. Mexico. ~~-=w 7.caland. th.: 

Republic of Korea. Turkey. Zambia and Zimbabwe. It can be seen that with the cxccpti<m <'f :.:cw 

~"Chudnovsky. Danie: I. "Patents 8:. Tradcm:i.rks in Pharmaceuticals". World Dc\dopmcnt. \"ol 11. ~.1 3. pp I S-:'-1 Q3. 
1983. 

:
1World Intellectual Propeny Organi1.ation. Dorumer.t MTN GNG "NG 11 W ~-1 Rev I. 15 Sept I QSS 
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Zealand. these an: all developing countries. Subsequently. during the course of the nors 

negotiations. several of these countries have changed their patent laws or :!re in the process of doing 

so. Several developing countries initiated the process of changing their patent legislations even 

before the condusion of the Uruguay Round. primarily in response to the threat of sanctions under 

Special 301 provisions of the US trade law. Hence the intended changes in the Uruguay Round have 

been large!y pre-empted through bilateral initiati\..!S. in which the abstention from withdrawal of 

existing market access concessions appears to have been presented as "compensation".== For instance. 

the Republic of Korea introducted product patents for pharmaceuticals in 1986. t-.kxico did the same 

"";th effect from I 992::!3
• as did Chile:!-', Thailand and Indonesia. Amongst others. India, Brazil, 

Argentina, Turkey, Uruguay and Colombia ha\·e initiated changes, providing for the temporary 

acceptance of product patent applications as required under TRIPS. The amendments of India and 

Argentina are. however. yet to be passed by th-:ir respective Parliaments as at the time of \\Titing. 

The economic studies in the past decades on IPR protection in developing countries by 

Vaitsos, Penrose. Anderfelt, Greer and Grundmann generally concluded that such ~:>rotection. 

particularly for patents. went arainst their national interests as it only strengthend the market power 

of multinational enterprises (MN Es) and retarded the industrialization of these countries. 

In recent years also thcort!tical studies have shov.11 that the South stands to gain with weaker 

IPR protection while the North always benefits from having the patents of its firms respected outside 

its borders:'. Some h~m: argui:d that while the welfare of the inventing country rises with the 

:: SubrarnantJn. :\rvmJ. "TRIPS and !he Paradi~m oi !he GA 1T a Tro;J1cal. Temperate Vic\'". World f;.;011omr. \ol. l ~
no . ..i. December. 1990 

:; Thi~" a' donr: as plrt of the nc;!OIJjtJon~ on S:\FTA 
:• Ch1l:: 1s nc,:N1Jtm~ to be a p:m of SAFT A 
:<Chin.JC.. and Ci.:\! (iros~m:m .. lntcll::~tual Property Ri~hts and Sorth-Sou:h Trade". m KW. Linc-; anc! A.O. 
Krucgr:r(cds) "Tii,· !'o/i;1;.1f {;;;n11omy of /nrcm.11u11J.;! Tr.i.1.···. Camhndge. MA. Ba~il Rlackwcll. l9Cll. 
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extension of patent protectit'n world wide. that of the consuming country falls more and hence world 

welfare as a whole becomes negative?•_ However. it can also be sho\\n that if there art" significant 

differences in North-South technological preferences. then the South may benefit from higher IPR 

protection::_ 

There have been a few specific studies on the impact of patents on the pharmac>!utical sector 

in developing countries. In one of the earlier studies on the T ur::ish pharmaceutical industry:•. it was 

concluded that the empirical evidence does not show anJ.- simple or straightforward relationship 

between patents and industrial development, be it in terms of competition. transfe .. of technology or 

local R&D. It was sho\\n that even in the absence of patents. non-use or tran~fer pricing were both 

possible. Further, market concentration remained very high and, contrary to expectations, both 

foreign investment and licensing of technology increased during this period. 

Studies on effect of pharmaceutical product patents on prices and welfare : 

Recently, three studies have, using the comparative static frame\\'Ork, attempted to quantify 

the effect of the introduction of patents for the pharmaceutical sector in developing countries in terms 

of price and welfare chwges. The paper by Subramanian29 estimates (;hanges in prices, profits and 

social welfare arising from increased patent protection for phannaceuticals for two developing 

countries viz. Argentina and India, concluding that these are sensitive to assumptions about pre-patent 

market structures and price elasticities of demand. Ne\·ertheless a lower and an upper bound figure 

:~Sec Deardorff. A.V. "Welfare Effects of Global Patcnr Protccticn". £conomica, vol.59. No.233. Feb.19°2. page 35·51. 
~ 7 Diwan, l., and D. Rodrik. "Patents. Appropriate Technology. and Nonh-~outh Trade", Journal nf /mcri;atwnal 

Ecnnomrcs. JO( 1-2). February 1991, pp27--17. 
:a Kirim. A.S. "Reconsidering Patents and Economil Dc\'clopment: A Case Study of the Turkish Pharmaceutical 
lr.dustry". World Development 13. :! I. 19!!5, pp::'. 19-236. 
;'•Subramanian. A "Pulling some numb::rs on the TRIPS pharmaceutical debate" /nrcrnatmnal .Journal n( Tcchnnlo~· 
,\ fanaKcmclli. ml. I (I ( 1994 ). pp 1- l 7. 
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nave been given for the large country case where price increases could range from (-) 7% to 42% and 

welfare losses from (-) 27% to 67% and for the small country c.ise where price increases could be 

17% to 67% v.ith annual welfare losses ranging from 72% to 75%. The upper bound represents a 

move from pre-patent perfect competition to monopoly while the lower bound stands for pre-patent 

duopoly moving to patent monopoly. In a subsequent study3°. the same author makes estimates for 

several asian developing countries wherein the averagt. price rise for patented drugs ranges from a 

minimum of 5 per cent to a maximum of 67 per cent. The maximum welfare losses with an 

assumption of th..:: 5harc of patented drugs at 15%. are US $ 315 million for India. US S 33 million of 

Indonesia. US $ 46 million for Pakistan. US S 59 million for Phillipines and US $ 4 7 million for 

Thai!and. 

Nogues; 1 assesses the social costs and benefits of introducing patrnt protection for 

pharmaceutical cimgs m developing countries. His paper studies six developing countries viz. 

Argentina. Brazil, India, Mexico, Korea and Taiwan. He estimates that consumer misallocation from 

the introduction of product patents would be the highest in the case of India where this could range 

from US$ 916 million to US$ 3055 million. The corresponding figure of Subramanian is USS1279 

million for India. Nogues does not make any precise estimates on price changes. He. however, 

recognises that these would depend, to a large extent, on the pre-paL..:nt market structures. 

An earlier version of Subrarnanian's paper was expanded upon by Maskus and Konan in their 

subsequent work on TRJPS 3~. Using simple linear models like Subramanian. they constructed two 

30 Subramanian A. "Trade Related Intellectual Property Rights and Asian Developing Countries: An Anal~tical View". 
~repared for the Asian Development Bank in 1Q95. 

1 Nr1gues. Julio J. "Social Costs and Benefits of !!ltroducing Patent Protection for Pharmaceutical Drug<; in Developing 
Countries". The Dt?,·clopmg Economies X,\Xl-1. l.!arlh IQ93. pp 24-53. 
i: Maskus. K.E. and D.E. Konan "Tradt:·Related lntcllectual Property Rights: Issues and faploratory Results" in 
"Analyr1cal and Se~otwtm~ /ss11cs m the Glnhol frcdtnl! System", ed. hy A.\'. Dcardroff and R.M Stem. Ann Arhor : 
University of Michigan Press. 1994. pp 401-446. 

.I 
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additional pre-patent scenarios viz .. one where a domestic pirate-fringe industry with a forcign-G\\ned 

monopoly becomes a completely foreign-0\med monopoly and second, where a domestic pirate-

fringe and a legitimate-fringe industry with foreign-o\l.ned rr :-nopoly becomes only a legitimate 

fringe industry with foreign-O\\ned monopoly. The upper bound, however. remains the case where 

perfect competition changes to patent monopoly and hence the maxi.num welfare losses remain the 

same as Subramanian estimates. 

The data used in all the thre.! studies is given by the US Phannaceutical Manufacturers' 

Association (USPMA) as reported in Gadbaw and Richards (1988). Apart fror.1 the fact that this data 

gives only broad aggregates on the size of the total market. patented market and sales by domestic 

copiers and foreign patent O\\ners, the accuracy of the data is suspect as the motive of the USPMA 

was to project a high level of losses to the foreign pharmaceutical companies. 33 The analysis of these 

authors is extremely useful however, as it emphasises the importance of the pre-patent market 

structures in developing countries in any assessment of the impact of the introduction of product 

patents in the pharmaceutical sector of these countries. All these studies have pointed to the 

inadequate empirical research done on the subject and the crucial need for more detailed evidence 

before any accurate estimates can be made. 

Recently. an attempt has been made by the present author to fill this gap. at least in the India 

context.H Using detailed market share data on patentable drug markets for the year 1993. it has been 

shO\\TI that the average price rise resulting from a move from the present oligopolistic market 

n It was found in the case of India that the total size of the pharmaceutical market and the patentable sef!mcnt was k>s 
then :!5 per cent of that projected by the USPMA even taking the data of 1993. 
1
·' Watal Jayashree. 0 lmplications of lntmducing Product Patents - Case of the Indian Pham1aceutical Sector". mimen. 

Institute of Economic Growth. Delhi. Dzrcmbcr 1993. (revised in 1995). 
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structures to p:!tent monopoly would be in the range of about 50 per cer.t, with range from 0 to 75 per 

cent. 

TABLE-5 
Comparative Results of Studies on Price and Welfare Changes in India 

I Losses 

Authors' Names Price Rise(%) Welfare UsSMn 

Maximum Minimum Maximum Minimum 

Nogues 1993 ------- ------ 3055.2 916.6 

Maskus And Konan 1994 67% 5% 1279 95 

Subramanian 67% -7% 1279 -273 

(Forthcoming) 

\Vatal (Unpublished 1995) 75% 0% ------ -----

It can be seen that the price increases with the introduction of product patents in India can be 

in the maximum range of 70 to 75 per cent. This is far lower than apprehensions, based on 

newspaper reports in the country, that prices may go up by I 000 per cent. There is much more 

variability with respect to the welfare losses. This is due to differences in the data and methodology 

used by the authors. However the concept of welfare losses35 is of purely academic interest and 

\vould not influence policy in any way. 

Another econometric study of patentable drug markets in India by the present author1b 

concludes. based on data for seven years from 1987 to 1993, that even in the absence of pr:::>duct 

;s Welfare loss is defined as the dead weight loss t0 consumers from the resulting patent monopoly generally with 
reference to perfect competition. 
•f. Watal. Jayashree. "MNEs. Market Structure and Price Competition in Patentable Drug Markets in India", presented at a 
Seminar on Tcchnolor.~Y and Glnhal1:.ir1nn. conducted jointly by The Institute of Economic Gro"1h, Delhi and The 
IJniterl Nations University (IJl.:TEGf). Maastricht. The Netherlands. at Delhi in April. 1995. 
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patents. such markets are highly concentrated and pnces are influenced by MNEs and m:irkct 

concentration variables. the only attenuating factor being the availability of credible substitute drugs. 

Price competition in these markets seems to be confined only to products of similar quality i.e. the 

lead products. with first-movers and larg::-sized firms gaining enormous marketing advantage o\·er 

others. This shows that the promotion of trademarks and other marketing strategies plays an 

important role in capturing market power even in the absence of product patents. the difference being 

that with such patent protection, such power will r.iostly accrue to MNEs. 

Instruments to moderate abuses ofpate11t mmropo(r: 

The question now is whether there are any instruments available under the TRIPS Agreement 

which can moderate anticipated price increases due to product patents. Compulsory or non-

rnluntary licenses have always been considered by developing countries to be \·ery important 

deterrent in preventing abuses of patent monopolies and an important instrument fo:- the de\eloprr.ent 

of local industry. Although compulsory licences are well recogni~ed ::ven by developed ..:ountries to 

be an important instrument to correct the abuse of patent monopolies and to resolve interdependence 

of patents;7
, those issued on grounds of failure to work the patent locally have been opposed. 

particularly by the U.S. and arc now prohibited under TRIPS. However, both the Paris Com·ention 

and the \VIPO Model Law allowed the freedom to issue compulsory licenses on grounds of non-

working and even eventual revocation of patents as a remedy against this. Canada and U.K. used such 

licences to cffecti\·cly control prices of pharmaceutical products in the past. Even the lJ .S. which ha=-

strongly opposed open-ended compulsory licenses. allows them as a remedy in anti-trust cases. ;'\on-

------------
,. l'atcnh arc con$idcrcd to he intcrdcrcnckn: \\ h.:rc a later patent cannot be cxplr'.-d without infnr.~inf! an earlier 
patent. 
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\·oluntary licenses are also perrn!ttcd in the field of pwduction or utiliz:ition of src.:iJ.l nuclear 

material or atomic energy: or in connection with the implementation of pollution standards. 

Further. in most patent laws. including in the U.S .. tb: patented im·ention may be exploited. 

e\·en \\ithout the agreement of the patent owner. by <! go,·emrnent agency or a third person desigi~ated 

by a go,·emment authority where the public interest. in particular. national se.:urity and the 

development of vital sectors of the national economy. so requires. It is for this rt'ason that the L" .S. 

incorporated special pro,·isions in Article 31 (h) of the TRIPS Agrec:ncnt for public non-commercial 

use. In such cases it is only when the Government or its agent becomes aware without recourse ~o a 

patent search. that a patent is being ,·iolated. that the p:itentee nccJs to be informed. 

Similarly, an exception has been made for anti-competiti\·c cases which prescribed 

compulsory licenses as a punishment such that the conditions on adequate remuncratio:1 bas.:d on the 

e':onomic value of the patent and on prior efforts to obtain voluntary licenses have been waived. This 

excepticn can now be used by developing countries to incorporate in the national competition laws. 

specific standards of monopoly abuse such as unreasonably high prices. It is for each country to 

determine nat1onally the level at which prices become unreasonably high. 

The question of what Wl)uld be the economic impact of these ch:inges on compulsory Iicens.:s 

is hard to answer as there has been no study of this aspect. 

Apart from the general provisions on non-voluntary Ecensing. the TRIPS Agreement allows 

for the use of price controls. Indeed most of the co Jntries in the world han: some s,. stem of price 

controls or controls of the profit margins of pharmaceutical comranics .. -\lrncst all major dc\·chiping 

countric<; imrosed direct price controls at the whole s:ile or rctJil 1;;,·d or both. For these countries 

pric<.: contrflls ofkr a ch:.:aper alternatin: 10 subsidising mcdi~incs :;;11:.:s n~ pfJ°cring c:-:t:.:nsi\ c s111.:i.d 



security schemes. ~toreo\'er. de\·eloping countries try to use the system to com:ct for transfer pricing 

by MNEs. but they do not necessarily suca:ed in this .It is difficult to determine the costs of 

intennediates and raw materials sold within the l\INE. It is feared that with product patent protection, 

l\NEs may use this only to capture export markets. In this scenar'.o. ~r-ice controls may not be an 

cffecti\'e mechanism as there would be no way of determining a "fair" price. 

TRADE'.\IARKS : 

Apart from large expenditures dernted to R&D. the pharmaceutical industrv is also 

characterized by one of the highest rates of promotior: expenditures per unit of sales.;s These 

promotional acti\'ities are utilized in order to differentiate ~he products of pharmaceutical firms. 

particularly ry means of trademarks. Trademarks, unlike, patents receive specific legal protection 

for an unlimited p..-:riod. UnEke in other industries. in the pharmaceutical indu:;try. the choice of th~ 

product is usually made by the doctor. for whom prices are not likely to be the determining factor. 

Quite often in the dc\'eloping countries, it is the <lisper.sing pharmacist who selects the particular 

brand. As a result. a significant proportion of the expenditure on sales promotion is spent in 

influencing doctors' choice of brands. Since brand specific advertising is an important factor in the 

creation of market power. prices of branded drugs will be higher, and consequently the profits of th~ 

producing firms. These benefits are, however, not passed on to the consumers, the pharmaceutical 

firms being the main hcncliciarics. 

Whik transnational pharmaceutical comparncs arc the ones capitalising on intc.::r;;ationally 

well known trademarks and resorting to brand competition, the large domestic firms have <!.lso hcl.!n 

"Chu<lnov;.ky, Dani::!. "Patents & Tradcm;:rk~; in l'hatmac~uticals", World Development. Veil.I I. No. 3. l9S3. 



expending large sums on promotional activities. Therefore unlike patents. trademarks have not been 

such a controversial issue between foreign and big indigenous firms, or between the North and the 

South. Moreover, there has been public critisism of this aspect of the industry even in developed 

countries and no\.,. several of the States in U.S. have special laws allowing substituiion of brand name 

prescription by generics39
. The sales of generic drugs have gone up to about 18 per cent of total 

prescription sales in the U.S. in 1990. Such a policy was tried successfully in Cuba. Costa Rica and 

Sri Lafu:a, but failed in Pakistan. 

However, the promotion of generics is not a sufficient condition for achieving lower prices in 

the consumer industry and improving consumer protection. Without complementary government 

policies, MNEs, attracted by the expanding world markets for generic drugs, will benefit more than 

the consumers in developing countries. 

In developing countries where there are inadequate facilities for testing the quality of drugs. 

trademarks may play a marginal role in persuading doctors and pharmacists to prescribe auality 

drugs. It has been argued that "brand names provide a unique identification of the products ..... 

linking the manufacturer's name and reputation with his product, and assuring the user that the 

manufacturer stands behind and accepts responsibility for the quality of his product" .'
0 

Although TRIPS now prohibits any restrictions on the registration or use of trademarks. 

policies to encourage the use of generic names can still continue. Such policies. however. should be 

used in conjunction with other policies as it is R&D and sales promotion which is the main source of 

market power in the pharmaceutical industry. 

19 A generic name for a drug applies to all th0se brands of that drug which contain the same actin: in;_:rcdient. which 

means that there arc fewer generic names than hrand names. 
'r' Pcretl. S.1\1 .. "Phannaceuticals in the Third World: Th.: Prohlem from the Supplier~· Point ofVit:\\". World 

Dcvdopmcnr. Vol.I I. No.3. pp. 259-264. 1993. 



One such rele\'ant policy is the grant of marketing apprO\·al for pharmaceutical products. 

There have recently been several initiatives to harmonise the procedures for such regulatory 

approvals amongst certain developed countries and if this is successful. developing countries may 

also be asked to join the international consensus. 

TR.\DE SECRETS: 

Unfortunately, there is hardly any economic literatun..: on trade secrets and none on the 

implications of the protection of undisclosed test data relevant for the pharmaceutical in?ustry. 

especially in the context of developing countries. Much would depend upon how the dc\·eloped 

countries interpret these provisions in the TRIPS Agreement in their O\m laws by the end of this year 

1995. It is important to know whether this would be used to extend monopoly power on patent

expired or non patentable products in developing countries. This is a subject which needs to be 

studied in some detail urgently before its full implications can be judged. 

Co11c/usio11 : 

TI1e TRIPS Agreement marks a significant turning point in the international law on IPRs. The 

most far reaching changes in existing IPR protection have been made obligatory under this Agreement.. 

especially in the area of patents. Such changes were motivated, to a large extent, hy the multinational 

pharmaceutical lohbies in developed countries and were resisted by the domestic pharmaceutical 

interests in dcvdoping countri::s. It is evident that pharmaceutical MNEs in the developed world 

perceived large gains and domestic companies in developing countries. huge losses from the conclusion 

of the TRIPS Agreement. It is this perception that has been the su~iect of recent economic studies. 
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These studies ha\·e shO\\TI that dcYeloping countnes will face pnce mcreases of p~ltt>nted 

phannaceutical products and also significant welfare losses with the introduction of product p::.tems. 

However. the dimensions of these price increases are not likely to be as high as Wa.5 apprehended earlier. 

It is clear that while patent monopolies would lead to ma.ximum price increases of the order of 

70 to 75 per cent. a\·ailability of sub:>titute products in the same therapeutic group would moderate such 

price increases. On the other hand. market exclusiYity under the patent regime could lead to high prices. 

\\ith the leading brar.ds retaining <> large share of the market long after patent expiry. It would bt! 

difficult for domestic companies to counter such dominance by ~tNEs eYen in the post-patent situation. 

With product p:itents being accepted world wide. the question of tempering prices through procurement 

and import policies. does not rise. Developing countries can only hope to reduce prices by increased 

product competition which can only come with indigenous R&D. 

The strengthe;-iing of trademark regimes \\ill help large pharmaceutical MNEs to register and 

11se their trademarks without any fear of restrictions on such use. Governments, however, would be free 

to promote the use of generic names by 'substitution' laws and other policies as long as they do not 

restrict registration or use of trademarks. 

The effect of the section on protection of undisclosed information. in so far as it concerns the 

protection of its data from "unfair commercial use". would depend largely on the interpretation of this 

clause of the TRIPS Agreement. It is as yet unclear as to whether national governments could rely on 

test da·.a. originated by the first -:ompany which requested marketing approval. for clearing the cases of 

subsequent applicants for the same product. If this is permitted. and is not considered as unfair 

commcr,.:ial use. this clause would have no adverse effect on prices of pharmaceutical products. If. 

howc\·er. thi<; is considered as prohibited. it would mean that market cxclusivity would he granted to 
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patent-expired and non-patemable products for an unlimited period. a situation with far gra\·er 

implic .. tions for pharmaceutical prices then has been the case \\ith product patents. 

It is felt that in the context of the impact of the TRIPS Agreement on the de\·eloping countries. 

especially in the pharmaceutical sector. international agencies. such as D"NIDO. can play a constructi\·c 

role. Specifically, they can provide technical cooperation and support to the domestic pharmaceutical 

industry. upgrade quality control standards. promote R&D through tie-ups \\ith intematioml consortia 

and even help in the formulation of effective responses to changes in the \vorld pharmaceutical market. 

This could be done through industry associati0ns. individual consultants or through other non

governmcnt organiz.ations. With the increasing importance of the pri\·ate sector in the changed global 

economic scenario, international agencies could be an effective link between the pri\·ate sectors of 

developed and developing ccuntries. It is evident. howcv~r. that the success of these efforts would 

depend, in no mean measure. on the cooperation between the governments of dc\·eloped and de'-·eloping 

countries. 




